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Abstract
A structure/ bioaccumulation factor relationship was
searched for 58 PCBs while promoting the hybrid genetic
algorithm/simple linear regression approach, the structural
parameters being calculated with the software Hyperchem
and DRAGON. Among about a hundred of single regressor
models gotten, we selected the one that present best values of
the prediction parameter (Q2) and of the determination
coefficient (R2).The reliability of the proposed model was
further illustrated using various evaluation techniques: leavemany-out, cross-validation procedure, randomization test, and
validation through the test set.
Keywords: PCBs, bioaccumulation factor, QSPR,
molecular descriptors, software.

I.INTRODUCTION
Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), organic compounds with 1
to 10 chlorine atoms attached to biphenyl, have the general
chemical formula C12H10-xClx (Figure 1). First manufactured
by Monsanto in 1929, the PCBs production was banned in the
1970th due to the high toxicity of most PCBs (209) and
mixtures [1]. PCBs were used as insulating fluids for
industrial transformers and capacitors, and are known as
persistent organic pollutants. Even if the production of the
PCBs was stopped, they still have an influence on the human
[2-4] and animal [5] health due to their accumulation in the
environment. Moreover, the toxicity and carcinogenicity of
PCBs could be related to mechanistic studies of their
truncated analogue vinyl chloride [6]. Ecological and
toxicological aspects of polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) in
the environment are under investigation due to their
worldwide distribution [7-10].Starting with the 20th century,
several mathematical approaches, that link chemical structure
and property/activity in a quantitative manner, have been
introduced [11]. Nowadays, quantitative structureproperty/activity relationships (QSPRs/QSARs) are currently
used in pharmaceutical chemistry, toxicology and other
related fields [12].
Bioaccumulation of chemicals is quantitatively expressed in
terms of BCF, defined as the equilibrium of its concentration
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inside an organism (or in a certain tissue of the organism,
usually in the fat) to that in the ambient environment [13]. The
concentrations in tissues and in the environment are measured
at steady-state after chronic exposure. However, the real test
period may be too short to achieve steady-state. In addition,
metabolism and chemical degradation may occur and large
molecules may not permeate sufficiently through membranes
into the organism, often lowering BCF values. Thus,
experimental determination of BCF may underestimate the
environmental risk [14] . In ideal case, the measured value of
BCF should be strongly related to the high complexity of
bioaccumulation process, taking into account such factors as
metabolism, organ-specific bioconcentration, irreversible
binding onto proteins, incomplete depuration, and kinetic
effects [15] Fish with an average lipid content of 4.8% are
preferred model animals for bioconcentration studies due to
their relevance as food for many species, including humans
[16] , and to the availability of standardized testing protocols.
Bioaccumulation is a thermodynamically driven partitioning
process between aquatic environment and the lipid tissues of
fish, thus, n-octanol is often a satisfactory surrogate for
biological lipids [17]. As demonstrated earlier, it is important
to know the BCF of all PCBs congeners. The literature data on
experimental BCF of PCBs are limited and their measurement
is difficult and expensive. Thus, quantitative structureproperty relationship (QSPR) methods based on the
descriptors derived directly from the molecular structure are
vital to supply the missing data independently of
experimentation.
The BCF of a chemical is most commonly estimated from
established correlations between logBCF and logKOW [17,
18] .However, multilinear QSAR/QSPR models including
logKOW are valid only for compounds with logKOW
values<6
[19, 20] For highly hydrophobic chemicals
(logKOW>6) non-linear [18,21] bilinear [18] and polynomial
[22] equations relate logBCF and logKOW. While logKOW
models indicate priorities for assessing dangerous substances,
they may not provide reliable predictions for unknown BCF.
The objective of this work is to develop a robust QSPR model
that could predict the bioaccumulation factor for a diverse set
of PCBs, using the general molecular descriptors and to seek
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the important features related to the bioaccumulation factor
values.

PCB 101

5.4

0.18

II Methodology
II.1. Dataset:
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PCB 209
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LogBCFexp
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PCB 148

5.39
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5.39
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PCB 97

5.43

0.181

PCB 151

5.54

0.199
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5.65

0.198

PCB 128

5.77

0.194

PCB 182

5.8

0.211

PCB 187

5.8

0.217

Known experimental logarithmic BCF values of the 58 PCBs
were taken from the literature [23]. The whole set of
experimentally observed values lies in the range from 2.64 to
5.97 (<6) clearly indicating that the application of the linear
QSAR approach to the studied property is relevant [19, 20].A
complete list of the compounds name and their corresponding
experimental values of PCBs is shown in Table 1. The data set
was divided into two subsets: a training set of 30 compounds
and a test set of 28 compounds according to Kennard and
Stones algorithm. The training set was used to build the
genetic algorithm /SLR and the test set was used to evaluate
its prediction ability of the model.

Figure 1. General structural formulae and substitution
positions of the PCBs.

Table 1: Values of LogBCF(exp), HATS0v for a set of 58
PCBs. The last 28 chemicals are the test set.
Congener Number

LogBCFexp

HATS0v

PCB 0

2.64

0.063

PCB 3

2.77

0.085

PCB15

3.28

0.106

PCB 4

3.38

0.099

PCB 8

3.57

0.106

PCB 54

3.85

0.129

PCB 18

4.11

0.132

PCB28

4.2

0.126

PCB 40

4.23

0.156

PCB29

4.26

0.142

PCB 77

4.59

0.174

PCB 64

4.6

0.151

PCB 52

4.63

0.16

PCB 87

5.38

0.181

PCB 157

5.39

0.216
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PCB 183

5.84

0.211

PCB 191

5.84

0.223

PCB 137

5.88

0.201

2.2. Descriptor Generation:
The structures of the molecules were drawn using Hyperchem
6.03 software [24]. The final geometries were obtained with
the semi empirical method PM3.All calculations were carried
out at the RHF (restricted Hartree–Fock) level with non
configuration interaction. The molecular structures were
optimized using the algorithm Polak-Ribiere and a gradient
norm limit of 0.001 kcal.A°-1.mol-1The resulted geometry was
transferred into the software Dragon version 5.3 [25] to
calculate 1600 descriptors of the type Geometrical and
GETAWAY (Geometry, Topology and Atoms Weighted
AssemblY). Descriptors with constant ornear constant values
inside each group were discarded. For each pair of correlated
descriptors (with correlation coefficient r ≥ 0.95), the one
showing the highest pair correlation with the other descriptors
was excluded. The GA (Genetic Algorithm) [26] has been
considered superior to other methods of variable selection
techniques. So, variable selection was performed on the
training set, using GA in the MobyDigs version of Todeschini
[27] by maximizing the cross-validated explained variance
Q²LOO.

2.3. Kennard and Stone algorithm
Kennard and Stones algorithm [28] has been widely used for
splitting datasets into two subsets. This algorithm starts by
finding two samples, based on the input variables that are the
farthest apart from each other .these two samples are removed
from the original dataset and put into the calibration set. This
procedure is repeated until the desired number of samples has
been selected in the calibration set. The advantages of this
algorithm are that the calibration samples always map the
measured region of the input variable space completely with
respect to the induced metric and that the no validation
samples fall outside the measured region. Kennard and Stones
algorithm has been considered as one of the best ways to build
training and test sets [29,30]. Using Kennard and Stones
algorithm the entire set divided into two subsets: training set
of 40 compounds, and a test set including the remaining 18
compounds.

2.4. Model Development and Validation:
Models with one variable were performed by the software
MOBYDYGS [31] using the Ordinary Least Square
regression (OLS) method.
The goodness of fit of the calculated models were assessed by
means of the multiple determination coefficients, R2, and the
standard deviation error in calculation (SDEC).
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2
 yi  yˆi 

n i 1

SDEC 

(1)

Cross validation techniques allow the assessment of internal
predictivity (Q2LMO cross validation; bootstrap) in addition to
the robustness of model (Q2LOO cross validation).
Cross validation methods consist in leaving out a given
number of compounds from the training set and rebuilding the
model, which is then used to predict the compounds left out.
This procedure is repeated for all compounds of the training
set, obtaining a prediction for every one. If each compound is
taken away one at a time the cross validation procedure is
called leave-one-out technique (LOO technique), otherwise
leave-more-out technique (LMO technique). An LOO or LMO
correlation coefficient, generally indicated with Q2, is
computed by evaluating the accuracy of these “test”
compounds prediction.
n

Q²  1 

 ( y  yˆ
i 1
n

i

i /i

)2

( y  y)
i 1

 1
2

PRESS
TSS

(2)

i

The “hat” of the variable y, as is the usual statistical notation,
indicates that it is a predicted value of the studied property,
and the sub index “i/i” indicates that the predicted values
come from models built without the predicted compound.
TSS is the total sum of squares.
The predictive residual sum of squares (PRESS) measures the
dispersion of the predicted values. It is used to define Q 2 and
the standard deviation error in prediction (SDEP).

SDEP  PRESS n

(3)

A value Q 2> 0.5 is generally regarded as a good result and Q2 >
0.9 as excellent [32, 33].
However, studies [34, 35] have indicated that while Q2 is a
necessary condition for high predictive power a model, is not
sufficient.
To avoid overestimating the predictive power of the model
LMO procedure (repeated 5000 times, with 5 objects left out
at each step) was also performed (Q2L(5)O).
In bootstrap validation technique K n-dimensional groups are
generated by a randomly repeated selection of n-objects from
the original data set. The model obtained on the first selected
objects is used to predict the values for the excluded sample,
and then Q2 is calculated for each model. The bootstrapping
was repeated 8000 times for each validated model.
By using the selected model the values of the response for the
test objects are calculated and the quality of these predictions
is defined in terms of Q2ext, which is defined as
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 r ²  r ²0 
( yˆi / i  yi )² / next

(4)
PRESS / next
(15)
T1 
1
Q ²ext  1  intr
 1
r²
TSS / ntr
2
( yi  ytr ) / ntr
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 r ²  r ²0 
(16)
T2 
Here next and ntr are the number of objects in the external set
r²
(or left out by bootstrap) and the number of training set
objects, respectively.
Ab   r ² 0  r ² 0  (17)
The data set was divided according to kennard and stone
algorithm into a training set (30 objects) used to develop the
QSAR models and a validation set (28 objects), used only for
statistical external validation.
Other useful parameters are R2, calculated for the validation
chemicals by applying the model developed on the training set,
and external standard deviation error of prediction (SDEP ext),
defined as:

1
next

SDEPext 

  yi  y 
next

2

(5)

i 1

where the sum runs over the test set objects (next).
According to Golbraikh and Tropsha[35]. A QSPR model is
successful if it satisfies several criteria as follows :

R² CVext> 0.5
r²>0.6
(r²-r²0)/r²< or (r²- r²’0)/r²<0.1
0.85≤ k ≤1.15 or 0.85≤ k'≤1.15

(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

Here:
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where r is the correlation coefficient between the calculated
and experimental values in the test set; r ² 0 (calculated
versus observed values) and

r ² 0 (observed versus calculated

values) are the coefficients of determination; k and k' are
slopes of regression lines through the origin of calculated
versus observed and observed versus calculated, respectively

yi
y i


r0

r0

,

y i

r0

; are defined as

yi

r0

 ky i and

 k yi and the summations runs over the test set.

2.5. QSAR AD (Applicability Domain)
The AD was discussed by the Williams plot [31,32] of
jacknified residuals versus leverages (hat diagonal values (hi).
The jacknifed residuals (or Studentized residuals) are the
standardized cross-validated residuals. Each residuals is
divided by its standard deviation, which is calculated without
the i-th observation. The leverage(hi). value of a chemical in
the original variable space is defined as :
hi= xi (X T X)-1 xiT

(i=1,…..,n)

(18)

Where xi is the descriptor row-vector of the query compound,
and X is the n ( p+1) matrix of p model parameter values for
n training set compounds. The superscript T refers to the
transpose of the matrix/vector. The warning leverage value (h*)
is defined as 3(p +1)/ n. When h value of a compound is lower
than h *, the probability of accordance between predicted and
actual values is as high as that for the compounds in the
training set. A chemical with h i> h*will reinforce the model if
the chemical is in the training set. But such a chemical in the
validation set and its predicted data may be unreliable.
However, this chemical may not appear to be an outlier
because its residual may be low. Thus the leverage and the
jacknified residual should be combined for the
characterization of the AD.

3. Results and Discussion

k

 y y
y ²
i

(13)

i

i

k 

 y y
 y ²
i

i

(14)

Application of the GA-VSS led to several good models for the
prediction of based on different sets of molecular descriptors.
The best single dimensional model was constructed using the
descriptor HATS0e.All data concerning value of this
descriptor and the dependent variable (LogBCF) are
summarized in Table 1.
The equation of the optimal model can be written as:

i
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LOG BCF = 1.5779 ± (0.1958) + 18.538± (1.065) HATS0v.
 r ²  r ²0 
(19)
Or T2 
= -0.0046<0.1
r²
HATS0v is calculated in Dragon software. More information

T1 

 r ²  r ²0 
r²

= 0.0014<1
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0.85≤ k= 1.0447<1.15 or 0.85≤ k'= 0.9552≤1.15
Table 2 statistical parameters of a developed model.
ntr

next Q²LOO R²(%) Q²LMO/50 Q²BOOT R²adj
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)

30

28

SD
EC
0.3

SD SDEP S
F
EP ext
0.3 0.319 0.310 302.742
21
6
3

90.28 91.53 89.52

Q²e
xt

(%)
90.
91.23 44

89.23

Table 3. Characteristics of the selected descriptor in the
best GA/ SLR model.
Predictor

Coef

Constant
HATS0v

T

P

1.5779

SE
Coef
0.1958

8.06

0.000

18.538

1.065

17.40

0.000

Table 4: The statistical parameters of Tropsha et al.
R²cv ext

r²

k

k'

r²o

0.8707

1.0447

0.9552

0.8695

r²'o

Ab

T1

T2

0.8747

0.0948

0.0014

-0.0046

0.7793

6.5

Calibration
Validation

6.0
5.5

Log BCF(EXP)

about this descriptor can be found in Dragon software user’s
guide [25] and the references therein.
All relevant statistical parameters are reported in Table 2.
Values of R2and R2adj attest the good fitting performances of
the model which, moreover, is very highly significant (great
value of the Fisher parameter F).
The model is robust, the difference between R² and Q² is small
(1.25%). The model demonstrates a very good stability in
internal validation (difference between Q² LOO and Q²LMO is
about 0.76(%). While bootstrapping confirms the internal
predictivity and stability of the model.SDEP extis a little bit
different from SDEP. The model works slightly worse in
external prediction than in internal prediction.
Some important statistical parameters (as given in Table 3)
were used to evaluate the involved descriptor. The t-value of a
descriptor measures the statistical significance of the
regression coefficients. The high absolute t-values shown in
Table 3express that the regression coefficients of the
descriptors involved in the GA/SLR model are significantly
larger than the standard deviation. The t-probability of a
descriptor can describe the statistical significance when
combined together within an overall collective QSPR model
(i.e., descriptors’ interactions). Descriptors with t-probability
values below 0.05 (95% confidence) are usually considered
statistically significant in a particular model, which means that
their influence on the response variable is not merely by
chance [36] .The smaller t-probability suggests the more
significant descriptor.The t-probability values of the two
descriptors are equal to zero, indicating that all of them are
highly significant descriptors.The VIF values and the
correlation matrix as shown in Table 4 suggest that these
descriptors are weakly correlated with each other. The
distributions of errors for the entire dataset are given in
Figure2.As the errors are distributed on both sides of the zero
line,one may conclude that there is no systematic error in the
model development.The model was also verified by Yscrambling. Figure 3 clearly ensures the existence of a linear
relationship between LogBCF
and the descriptor
HATS0v ;As can be observed the permuted responses yield
poor predictive models, all having Q²< 0.2 On the other hand,
the correctly ordered LogBCF yield good statistical
parameters, and therefore it is located isolated in the plot.
The statistical parameters of Tropsha et all reported in Table
5 were obtained for the test set, which obviously satisfy the
generally accepted condition and thus demonstrate the
predictive power of the present model:
R²cv ext= 0.7793>0.5
r²=
0.8707>0.6

5.0
4.5
4.0
3.5
3.0
2.5
3.0

3.5

4.0
4.5
5.0
Predicted Log BCF

5.5

6.0

6.5

Fig:2 Predicted Log BCF versus experimental LogBCF
for the entire dataset.
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HATS0v is a GETAWAY descriptor and correlates with the
experimental Log BCF values of 0.957.The GETAWAY
descriptors [37,38] have been proposed as chemical structure
descriptors derived from a new representation of molecular
structure, the molecular influence matrix. which is based on
the spatial autocorrelation formulas, weighting the molecule
atoms by the physic-chemical properties w together with 3D
information encoded by the elements of the molecular
influence matrix H and influence/distance matrix R.These
descriptors, as based on spatial autocorrelation, encode
information on the effective position of substituents and
fragments in the molecular space. Moreover, they are
independent of molecule alignment and, to some extent,
account also for information on molecular size and shape as
well as for specific atomic properties. The positive sign of
HATS0v (equation 20) means that the increase in this
descriptor increases the Log BCF.
Fig:2 Randomization test associated to the previous QSPR
model. Square represent the randomly ordered properties
and the circle corresponds to the real properties.

Std.Err.Pre

h*=0.2
3

3

2

2

1

1

0

0

-1

-1

-2

-2

-3

C alibration
Validation

-3
0.05

0.10

0.15

0.20

HATS0V 

nat 1


i 1

j 1

(Vi .hij ).(V j .hj ). (0, d j ) (20)

.
Where; nAT is the number of molecule atoms; dij is the
topological distance between atoms i and j; V is the atomic
van der Waals volumes ; d is the topological diameter;  (k;
dij) is a Dirac-delta function (  =1 if dij = k, zero
otherwise);  (k; dij; hij) is another Dirac-delta function (  =
1 if dij = k and hij>0, zero otherwise).

3.3 Applicability Domain
On analyzing the model applicability domain from Williams
plot, all residuals were located within the range of three
Standard deviations, and there is no influential compound
both for training or prediction set (Figure.3), which means that
the model has a good external predictivity.

Hat

4. Conclusion
Fig: 3 Williams plot of the current QSRR model

3.2 Mechanistic Interpretation
The selected descriptor and its class and meaning are gathered
in the Table 5.
Table 5: selected descriptor and its meaning and class for the
best GA/ SLR model.
Descriptor
HATS0v

meaning
leverage-weighted
autocorrelation of
lag 0 / weighted by
atomic van der
Waals volumes

class
GETAWAY
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A QSPR model for the estimation of the logarithm of
bioaccumulation factor for 58 PCBs was established
According to obtained results it is concluded that the
HATS0v can be used succesfully for modeling
bioaccumulation factor (Log BCF) of the under study
compounds. High correlation coefficient0.9153) and low
prediction error (SDEP=0.321;SDEPext=0.319in Log
unit)obtained confirm good predictive ability of the
model.The QSPR model proposed with the simply calculated
molecular descriptor can be used to estimate bioaccumulation
factor for new compounds
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